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ABSTRACT 

 

Scania CV is one of the leading manufacturer of trucks in the world. Beside the truck 

business Scania also manufactures buses and industrial engines. A new logistic concept at 

Scania means major change regarding material flow to the productions lines and today  

Scania is lacking a tool to analyse these material flows. The underlying hypothesis is that 

with a tool that could analyse logistic material flows the design of new logistic flows 

would be more efficient and have a better quality.  

A case-study was done with the tool Flow Planner and in parallel interviews with 

logistics engineers to find out how they are working today. 

 

The conclusion is that an analysis tool similar to Flow Planner might have a positive effect on the 

lead time for changing the design of material flows and could therefore be one link in the chain 

when  striving for higher flexibility. Flow Planner can model all the different Scania standard deliv-

ery methods but the output gives only a part of the information that is needed in example configura-

tion of the train carts. Flow Planner can give an overview of the plant and the traffic flow within the 

plant. It can also contribute to more accurate risk analysis concerning the congestion of traffic in 

plant. A weakness of  Flow Planner is that forklifts and tugger trains cannot be modelled together.  

A risk that was exposed during the case study is that input data has errors that will give a result that 

is not valid.  

 

The part of the case study that  was performed with data from Oskarhamn only includes on the tug-

ger train delivery of units. To get a complete picture of Flow Planners capabilities and limitations it 

would be preferable to make similar case-studies with real data for kit, sequence and batch also.  

Recommendations for the continued work is to make a requirement specification to clearly define  

the Scania requirements  and evaluate several tools.  
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1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Scania CV is global company that is producer of trucks, buses and industrial engines. 

Besides from sales and services Scania also offer financial services. There are production 

units in Europe, (Sweden, Holland, France, and Poland) and Latin America (Argentina 

and Brazil). 

TE is the department for Global Industrial Development within Production and Logistics 

at Scania. TE is an department that will gather Scania’s competence within process- and 

machine engineering, logistics and develop and coordinate related IT-systems. 

1.2 Problem 

The new logistic concept at Scania CV AB means a major change regarding material flow 

to the production lines. There is currently no analysis tool for analyzing proposed 

material flows in the early stages when developing new flows, neither for existing flows. 

In the market, there are several tools available and there is a need to understand the 

opportunities of using these tools. 

Early stages means before making a tact change or before introducing new products. In 

the case of changing the tact the time frame is usually some 5 month while a new product 

introduction is planned years in advance.  

The underlying hypothesis is that with a tool that could analyse logistic material flows the 

design of new logistic flows would be more efficient and with a better quality.  

1.3 Research question 

The research questions  are: 

1. What is the current situation on the market? Make a preliminary assessment of  available 

logistics tools the market.  

2. What possibilities could Scania get from using an logistic tool like Flow Planner and how 

could it be used by logistics development? 

3. What are the capabilities and limitations of Flow Planner? 

1.4 Objectives 

 Increased knowledge about opportunities with flow analysis tools. 

 Identification and description of tools 

 At least one case study using “Flow Planner” re-using the Oskarshamn input data. 

 Description of the capabilities and limitations of Flow Planner 

 Rough working method - in relation to Scania logistics development 

 Recommendations for use , when, to what. 
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1.5 Scope and limitations 

 The case study is done with one software: Flow planner 

 The case study is done with input data from Oskarshamn. 

 Identification of tools should be brief (not take more than two weeks). 

 Rough working method is adapted so the user will be able to perform a simulation 

for the Oskarhamn case study. 

1.6 Methods 

The problem is solved partly through a case study done with the software Flow planner 

and through interviews with logistic engineers at Scania. The case study will be 

considered successful if it is possible to reflect the real flow in Oskarhamn. To validate 

this a number of measuring criteria will be determined and compared.  

 The input data used in the case study is defined in the assignment directive and was 

chosen due to that the same data was used in an earlier test with the software Malaga. The 

advantage of choosing this data is that the data collection was already done and if Scania 

need to compare the two tests it would be easier when the data is the same.  A weakness 

with the input data  is that covers only some of  Scania’s standard delivery methods. This 

means that some of the methods that are required to be supported by software are not 

included in the case study. These cases will be tested with fictitious data using just a few 

parts. 

Criteria for software evaluation was done by input from earlier studies in the field and in 

discussion with KTH supervisor.  

Data concerning existing flow analysis software’s has been collected by the vendors. A 

disadvantage with this is that the information is not completely objective and can at some 

part be embellished. 

For the flow mapping a Scania standard method, AstraKan has been used to visualize a 

working method for the flow analysis.  The method is called is described in detail below. 

The work has been divided into five different phases: theory studies, building of criteria, 

case study, analysis and validation and finally reporting. The analysis of Flow planners 

strengths and weaknesses is performed with a SWOT analysis. 
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1.6.1 The AstraKan method 
The AstraKan method is a mapping and visualizing processes. It should in a suitable level 

map the pattern for how an activity is being operated and also how information is created 

and used within this pattern. This is a Scania standard method and has requested to use in 

this master thesis by Scania. The pattern is visualised like an architecture where the 

components are value adding transactions.  

The method is built on team work and before starting actual mapping it is recommended 

to do a stakeholder analysis, to break down the goals and to make an analysis of the 

vocabulary definitions.  

 

Figure 1-1: The AstraKan method 

 

When mapping the process there are 6 main objects: Steering information i.e. common 

rules, principles or instructions. The ingoing object, the process and outgoing object, 

material and resources. Below the process map it is visualized where the resources and 

material comes from or is delivered to b by drawing an arrow to the source.  

[6]  
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2 Theoretical framework 

2.1 Why simulation and flow analysis? 

There are different views on simulations systems and if it is a good method or not.  

On one hand it is practical to test the flows before rebuilding a plant and make the investments. It is 

also possible to make bottle neck analysis which will give the right priority when making 

investments in new equipment. In production there is  frequent tact changes and product 

introductions where the production line and logistic flows must be designed. A poorly designed 

logistic flow can lead to production stops and quality issues and off course the time and effort to 

redesign.  

On the other hand it can be hard to understand the use of the model and time consuming to make the 

model. It is often hard to make it work in reality and the quality is highly connected to the quality of 

the input data.  

[3]  

2.2 General about  simulation systems 

Simulation software's are often classified into two different classes: languages and simulators. The 

language is the base in the system and is very flexible but demands a lot of competence from the 

user. The languages can then be separated by the general programming (i.e. FORTRAN) or general 

simulation languages (i.e. GPSS). Simulation languages was introduced in the 1960
th

 . Later, in 

1980
th

 the simulators became dominating in the market. The simulator consists of a number of 

predefined tools, more or less flexible, that the user can choose from to build the model. The main 

advantage with a simulator is that the users often needs less programming experience and that you  

do not need to spend time making the tools from zero. 

[2]  

 

Some of the potential advantages that is possible to achieve with a simulations system are:  

 

 Greater understanding of systems 

 Reduced operating costs 

 Risk reduction 

 Lead time reduction 

 Reduction of capital costs 

 Faster configuration changes 

[4]  

 

Discrete or continuous systems? 

There are several different ways to simulate, the two mostly used ones are discrete or continuous. 

The difference is how the time is handled and how the activities are calculated. In a discrete system 

the time is connected to an event that marks a change of state in the system, for example when a 

customer enters a shop or when a product is delivered to an assembly line. A continuous system 

tracks the system dynamics over a time, for example liquids.  

The product in a production plant is often simulated with discrete event while gas that is moving in 

a cylinder is simulated with a continuous system.  

 

[3]  
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2.3 Simulation software selection and evaluation 

Software simulation is today an powerful tool that can reduce manufacturing costs and improve 

productivity. The list of software packages available at the market is comprehensive and it is not 

easy to understand which software that will best adapted for the actual need. Purchasing wrong 

software on the other hand can be very expensive in terms of licenses, disruption in manufacturing 

and simulation project, education, and time spent on purchasing. The conclusion is that it is 

important to have a methodological approach when choosing software. Some methods that are 

recommended are: 

 

Pidd proposes for when choosing a discrete simulation software, to develop a model, consider 

available resources and at last make an examination of the software. 

 

Holder recommends to start by looking at available resources within the organization and the target 

of the simulation. This will reduce the list of software's and the ones that are left should then be 

tested with a model and evaluated. 

 

Deaver proposes to start with a deep analysis of the requirements on the software since different 

software's can vary largely in capability. Some factors that he suggests to take in consideration is: 

what systems that are to be simulated, what kind of users will be using the system, how much 

training will the users get and how much time the users will dedicate to build simulations. 

 

Bovone suggests a 3-step method with a priority (weight) of the requirements. He made software 

evaluation tables that compared several different software's and the conclusion of the study was that 

there is no product superior to another with regard to the software purposes. 

 

V Hlupic and and Ray J Paul proposes a 6 step methodology for the complete process of purchasing 

simulation software.  

  

 Step 1:  Need of purchasing 

 Step 2:  Initial software survey 

 Step 3:  Evaluation 

 Step 4:  Software selection 

 Step 5:  Contract negotiation 

 Step 6:  Purchasing of software 

[4]  
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How to choose criteria? 

There are several proposals of what criteria to choose when evaluating software systems but a 

standardized list with criteria is not an option to consider since the systems are changing rapidly. It 

is tough possible to have an dynamic list where criteria can be changed and the groups of criteria 

are standardized. 

J.Nikoukaran, V. Hlupic and Ray J. Paul proposes to use three groups on the highest level: software, 

user and vendor. For the software they suggest five under groups: model and input, execution, 

animation, testing and efficiency and output. 

[1] 

 
 
 

 

  

  

 Figure 2-1: Main  criteria groups. 
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3 Description of Scania logistics  

Basic logistics work within Scania is defined as “moving of material from A to B”. The material 

needs to be collected and to organize the transport you need to know when to send the material, 

from where to where, what to send and how much. 

 

 

3.1 The Scania New Logistics concept for internal material handling 

The Scania New Logistics concept for internal material handling is based on some basic rules: 

 

Production is the customer 
From the logistic point of view the operator that needs the part is the customer. The operator is the 

“main character” and logistics are there to support.  

Supply within one station 
The operator should not have to go to another assembly station to find the material, it should always 

be close.  

 Right packing and supply method 
PFEP – Plan for every part is document that gathers all data for an part. It is used to determine 

packing, delivery routes, storage and supply methods. There are three tools available to determine 

right packing and supply method: ABC-analysis, Packing selection process and Decision model for 

supply methods. See more about supply methods in the section below.  

Presentation and rhythm  
The material should be presented to the operator so that it facilitate movements (easy to reach and 

accessible) and does not create stoppages. Sometimes the material has to be repacked in the logistic 

platform. 

Visual flows 
Logistics flow are visualized by etiquettes on boxes, pallets and racks, colour markings are 

facilitating the picking. Markings in the floor showing the route and where to make stops and  

layout drawings are giving an overview of the routes. 

  

 

Figure 3-1: Scania logistics basic definition. 
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Supply timing 
It can be very difficult to know when to deliver. Scanias global industrial development proposes to 

using two methods: 1:2:4 and PRIDE.  

1:2:4 is a method where the parts are differentiated by consumption volume and delivered to the 

point of use by using fixed delivery routes and dedicated stops.  The train is leaving every third tact 

time and has different cycles to level the flows. In that way it is possible for the driver to work in a 

takt and identify deviations.  

PRIDE is a software that is keeping track of the tact at line and sends a signal to logistics (showing 

at screens) if there is a stop. Then logistics is also stopping and the parts will be delivered only 

when they are needed. 

 

 

Quality standard 
To maintain the quality throughout the whole logistic chain standards and instructions are 

developed. These are documents that are used in the daily work by operators and technicians  and 

they will be the base for a normal situation where deviations can be detected. 

Continuous improvements 
Continuous improvements of process, standards and instructions is the driver for a better process 

and everyone in the chain needs to participate. 

 

The role of material handling is to eliminate disturbances in rhythm and work flow, improve within 

one workstation, and to seek the lowest cost supply method. There are four standard supply 

methods and they are described below: 

 

Figure 3-2: A – high consumption, B and C – medium consumption and D-G – low consumption 
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Unit supply 
Unit supply means that the parts are presented at the point of use in a Scania standard packing i.e. 

mini box, blue box, green box or all pallet sizes.  

Without storage 
If there is pace enough to store the parts at the line location there is no need to have a second 

storage within the logistics area. This is though very unusual in the Scania plants.  

With storage 
This method is used when the line location cannot hold all needed stock. Stock is then kept in the 

storage area.  

Low value 
This is a method adapted for parts with a low value. The medium consumption are concentrated in 

refilling racks with only one delivery per day and the high consumptions are presented close to the 

point of use and refilled several timer per day. 

Batch 
The batch is picked and delivered to line based a planned consumption from SIMAS. The parts are 

presented by part number and prepared so they are easy for the operator to pick. 

Batch picking static 
Static means that an extra safety is added to the estimated consumption.  

 Batch picking dynamic 
Static means that there is extra safety is added to the estimated consumption. 

Sequence 
Sequence means that the parts are picked and ordered in the same sequence as the line production. 

This means that the operator has less choice and less risk of picking the wrong part.  

  

Classification of supply methods

4

Batch based
(Parts present by part number)

Assembly order based
(Parts present in line sequence)

1) Unit supply

1a) Without storage

1b) With storage

1c) Low value

4) Sequence

4a) Partly sequence

4b) Full sequence

3) Kit

3a) Low volume kit

3b) Kit

2) Batch picking

2a) Static

2b) Dynamic

Small logistics 

work content

per partno.

Large logistics 

work content

per partno.
Scania – Supply methods

Can be combined to solve the problem at the lowest total cost. 

TDL 2013-11-22  Issue:  1.2  

Figure 3-3: Overview of Scania classification of internal supply methods. 
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Partly sequence 
An part can be partly sequenced when one to two variants of the part numbers have a high 

consumption (>80%) and the others not. Then the high consumption are delevered with unit supply 

and the others in sequence. 

Full sequence 
All parts are then picked in sequence. This is suitable when there are more than f ive variants and 

there is a medium consumption. 

Kit 
A kit of parts is prepared to a certain assembly or pre-assembly in sequence order. This can be 

usefull when there is a lot of variants in several groups and a limited space.  

Partly kit 
Partly kit means that only some parts are kitted. 

 Full kit 
All parts are kitted. 
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4   The case study 

The problem is solved partly through a case study done with the software Flow planner and through 

interviews with logistic engineers at Scania. The case study will be considered successful if it is 

possible to simulate/calculate the real flow in Oskarshamn. To validate this a number of measuring 

criteria will be determined and compared.  

 The input data used in the case study is defined in the assignment directive and was chosen due to 

that the same data was used in an earlier test with the software Malaga. The advantage of choosing 

this data is that the data collection was already done and if Scania need to compare the two tests it 

would be easier when the data is the same.  A weakness with the input data  is that covers only some 

of  Scanias standard delivery methods. This means that some of the methods that are required to be 

supported by software are not included in the case study. These cases will be tested with fictitious 

data and using just a few parts.  

4.1 Logistics in the Oskarshamn  cab assembly plant – data for the 
case study 

Oskarshamn is one of the  production sites for the Scania Cabs and delivers cabs to all the plants in 

Europe. The cab plant consists of five workshops: the Press Shop, the body shop, the primer paint 

shop, the top paint shop and the assembly plant. There is about 1.800 employees at the plants.  

 

The assembly plant consists of  9 assembly lines and two  pre-assemblies: doors and the dashboards.  

There are two shift and a tact time of: classified information. Production is running Monday to 

Thursday from 6.24 to 15.12, first shift and second shift from 15.12 to 23.12. Fridays from 6.24 to 

12.24, first shift and second from 15.12 to 18.36. There are breaks in the morning, for lunch, in the 

afternoon.  

All parts are unloaded in the logistics area outside of the factory, the goods reception. After being 

unloaded the parts are distributed by forklift  to a conveyor that take them to a high storage or box 

storage depending on the supplier packing. The high storage is used for both pallets and boxes. 

Outside of the factory there are also a dedicated space for low consumption parts and sequenced 

parts that have a different flow.  

 

Low consumption parts that need to be repacked is sent to local supplier that is called Intralog that 

is making the repacking. Intralog then send the repacked parts to  the assembly plant according to a 

consumption schedule that is made by engineers at the plant.  

 

Pallets can be delivered to the assembly line by train or by forklift, depending on their size, 

consumption and  location of the point of  use. All parts are passing through a logistic platform 

before being delivered to line. They are repacked and  loaded on trains or forklifts that make the 

final delivery to the point of use (line).  

 

The trains consists of  6 carts that are 900 mm wide, 1470 mm long and 1530 mm high. There are 

also certain carts that are 2050 mm high but the number of boxes are the same since the high carts 

are too high to load. The trains are loaded (battery) during the night.  

There can be about 70 boxes in 6 carts as maximum but normal quantity is some 40-50 boxes – 6  to 

8 boxes on each cart.  

 

The train configuration is planned in detail to mirror the layout beside line assembly. This will 

minimize the number of steps that the driver has to make when loading and unloading boxes at a 

trains stop. The trains stops are marked with lines in the floor so that the drives will easily know 

exactly where to stop.  
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There are 21 different types of boxes and the time for loading a box  is 15 sec (measured by 

engineers in Oskarhamn).  These 15 sec includes following steps:  

 

 Handling of picking list 

 Load box at the platform 

 Deliver box to line 

 Scan barcode 

 

As the logistics are configured in Oskarshamn today several trains deliver not only to one line but to 

several lines. The lines are independent of each other, they all have the same tact time but one line 

can have a stop without affecting the other. This means that it is not possible to have tacted trains 

and neither the 1:2:4 delivery method which requires a tact.  

 

The delivery methods that are used in Oskarshamn are:  

 

 Unit supply with storage (by forklift and train) 

 Sequence (by forklift and train) 

 Kit ( train) 

 

The means for transporting are trains and different kind of forklifts which are not tacted.  

[8]  

 

The layout in Oskarshamn is classified information and therefore not visualized in this report.  

 

When making the case study only a few of the logistics flow in Oskarshamn was used. The flows 

used in the case-study are trains delivering units to dashboard line, door line and line 5. These trains 

were used since they have been tested in another flow analysis software earlier.  

A weakness with the input data  is that covers only some of Scanias standard delivery methods. This 

means that some of the methods that are required to be supported by software are not included in 

the case study. These cases will be tested with fictitious data using just a few parts. 

 

The train routes are described below:  

All three trains are dedicated to unit delivery. The name of the trains are the name that is used in 

Oskarshamn but the name indicates only a part of the delivery zone for the train. In example the 

Line 5 train delivers also to line 6.  

 

Train to dashboard line (pre-assembly):  

 

Figure 4-1: Dash board line 

routing. 
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The train starts at the dashboard platform  where it is being loaded with new boxes. It has five stops 

in the route.  

 

Train to door line (pre-assembly): 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Door line routing. 

 

The train starts at the door line platform  where it is being loaded with new boxes. It has seven stops 

in the route. 

 

Train to line 5: 

 

The train starts at the line 5 platform  where it is being loaded with new boxes. It has four stops in 

the route. 

Figure 4-3: Line 5 routing. 
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4.2 Flow Planner modelling 

Tugger model (trains with boxes described in the section above). 

4.3 Input data: 

The trains were configurated in flowplanner by using the tugger tab. An csv file was created with 

the required data (see appendix A). The required data is:  

 

Data Description 

ID Unique identifier. 

Part   Part number or  part name. 

Container Container id. 

Container quantity The number of containers that will be delivered 

to a specific address  for each delivery event. 

From Location where the part is picked up to be taken 

to the stage area. 

Stage The location from which the carts are staged to 

be delivered to the final destination. 

To Point of use address/stop line 

Estimated time to delivery Estimated time of delivery can be either: 

Decimal time, Sequence or fixed interval, 

Uniform distribution and Triangular distribution 

 

Direction  Tells Flow Planner which direction the 

delivery is going. FROM => TO=Dir1, 

TO => FROM=Dir -1 (Empty box). 

 

Load Time to load the container for this part. 

Unload Time to unload the container for this part. 

 

For tugger part of the Oskarshamn case-study the data consisted of some 700 parts and the uniform 

distribution was chosen since this method corresponds to the train set-up in Oskarhamn. 

 

The parameters for  uniform distribution a must be set in a certain manner: UFM(7/15/3/0.5) 

 

UFM(7/15/3/0.5) Means that deliveries will be made from 7.00 to 15.00.  

UFM(7/15/3/0.5) Means that three deliveries will be made. Since each delivery also carries a 

container quantity this will act as a multiplier.  

UFM(7/15/3/0.5) Means that there is a 50% probability of the delivery being made between 7.00 

and 15.00.  

 

In the case-study the UFM was set to:  

UFM(6.4/21.5/Calculation/1)  Start 06.24, stop 23.12 minus 100 min of breaks (breakfast 18 min, 

lunch 30 min, break 10 min, second shift lunch 30 min,  break 12 min).  

 

UFM(6.4/21.5/Calculation/1)  (Parts per vehicle x assembly probability) x tact/parts per container 

Example part 1346380, parts  per vehicle=2, assembly probability=100%, part per container=1 

2 x 0.1= 0.2 

    0,2 x classified information = 48 

    48/1=48 
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UFM(6.4/21.5/Calculation/1) This value was always set to 1 since one or more boxes then will be 

delivered in each delivery event. 

 

UFM(6.4/21.5/48/1) 

 

 

The FROM address was empty in the case-study since the train only delivers from the platform mto 

the point of use. In this case the Stage is the platform and  this is where the train route will start.  

 

The LOAD and UNLOAD was empty in the indata file since Flow Planner automatically sets 15 

seconds  as UNLOD and LOAD time.  

 

The 15 seconds calculated by Oskarshamn is according to the Scania routine  for time calculation 

based on at least 10 observations. The lowest repeatable time is chosen as the standard time for the 

work.  

There is a project ongoing at Scania that will propose to change the routine for time measurements. 

There is a pilot test performed with a system called SAM and MTM-UAS is also reviewed since it 

has a logistic module.  

 

In Flow Planner it is possible to define the UNLOAD/LOAD time in the methods tab but  the 

process tab  allows you to define specific process. The rimes can be defined by using predetermined 

systems like MOAPTS, MTM-1, MTM-2, MTM-B, MTM-UAS or MOST. To use MTM the 

company has to be a member of the MTM association.  

 

Time can be set to a specific location groups or container groups. It is also possible to set a base 

time and a variable time that applies to each container.  

The data that was cleaned from list was parts that were missing addresses,  parts with no container 

information and parts with no consumption.  

 

4.4 Step 1: Importing data and creation of  location groups 

The data was imported in the tugger tab and after verifying that the data was correctly imported 

“Location Route groups” was created in the “Locations tab”. The route groups was divided into 

three groups: Dashboard line, Line 5 and Doorline. 

The “Location Route groups” corresponds to a train and to the train it is mandatory to specify:  start 

time, end time, delivery intervals (in minutes) and the maximum that the drives has to complete his 

circle. The capcity of the tugger in cubic meters,  the efficiency in percentage and the stage time 

was also filled in to the tugger tab. Stage time in our case is the time the train needs at the platform 

to be refilled. In this case it was set to 0 sec since time for loading boxes at the platform is 

calculated per box in Oskarshamn. The tugger volume efficiency was calculated by dividing the 

average box volume (maximum 8 for one cart) by the carts volume.  

 

Carts volume: 900 mm wide, 1470 mm long and 1530 mm high 

Average box volume: 600 mm wide, 800 mm long and 200 mm high 

Tugger volume efficiency: 38 % 
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4.5 Step 2: Creation of aisles and assigning locations 

After importing and adding data in the  tugger tab the path tab was configurated. Aisles  was created 

by choosing “Add aisle” and drawn directly in AutoCad as a specific  layer.   

The AutoCad drawing can be connected to a plant drawing by using  by using “Insert” and “Attach” 

in AutoCAd.  

The locations tab was then configurated. Locations was assigned to groups and routes (always three 

trains, door line, line 5 and dashboard line). Locations was also placed on the AutoCad drawing by 

choosing “Add missing locs” or “Add new loc”. 

When there is a need to force the driver to take a specific route a combination of passthru points and 

direction of the aisles can be used. It is possible to choose if the driver has to make a stop at the pass 

thru point or just drive by it.  

In this case study a combination of pass thru points and direction on the aisles was used. 

 

4.6 Step 3: Generating routes and calculation of flows 

Flow planner is then ready to generate the routes, this is done in the tuggertab. Routes are generated 

as “straight flows” the first time to let the system find the addresses and then with “aisle flow”.  

Here you also need to choose the type of TSP algorithm, accurate or fast. The fast one was used 

when building the model since it is calculating faster than the accurate one. The accurate one was 

used when the results were verified.  After generating routes the calculation  is done on the “Part 

routings” tab. This was the last step and after doing this it is possible to see the flows in the 

AutoCad layout.  

 

 

Figure 4-4: Picture from Flow Planner tugger case-study. 
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4.7 Step 4: Generating reports  

Reports are generated in the report tab and can be configurated  in different ways depending on 

aggregation. There era two main types of reports, flow report or methods report. See example below:  

 

Figure 4-5: Picture of a report produced by Flow Planner. 

4.8 Sequence and kit: 

The sequence and kit model was similar to the tugger model. This is due to that sequence and kit 

often are delivered by tugger trains. The difference between the tugger study for units and for 

Sequence and kit is that the estimated time to delivery is changed from using a uniform distribution 

to a sequence or fixed interval (UFM to SEQ). In this delivery method the Flow Planner user can set 

an upper and lower bound for when the delivery should be made and specify an interval between 

the deliveries. In this test the interval was set to six tact times 3 min and 26 sec x 6 = 20 min and 36 

sec. Probability was set to 1.  

 

A kit was configurated as only one row in the in data list- as a kit of parts. See input data in 

appendix A. 
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Figure 4-6: Picture from Flow Planner tugger case-study with Kit and Sequence. 

4.9 Delivery by forklift: 

A forklift delivery was modelled in Flow Planner with following data and steps:  

The data was entered in the “Pars routings” tab 

 Part name: 1804185 

 Assembly probability:  97.02 % 

 From location: GODSMOTT 

 Method: FORKLIFT 

 Container: 12 

 Containers per trip: 1 

 Parts per container: 62 

 To location: PLATFORM_IB 

 Via location: HLBOX 

 Via method: FORKLIFT 

 Via containers per trip: 1 
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In the “Products tab” the product was set to “Cab” and the quantity per day as x cab/day. The 

locations was then  placed on the drawing and all the locations assigned to a group that was named 

IB PALL. Calculation was at last made in the “Part routings” tab.  

 

Figure 4-7: Picture from Flow Planner forklift test. 
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4.10 Saving of files in Flow Planner 

The when closing Flow Planner a questions pops up if the files should be saved. Flow Planner then 

saves 6 different files each with its own information:  

 

Aside from these 6 files you will also have your AutoCad drawing and you csv-file with input data. 

The AutoCad drawing can be connected to a plant drawing by using  by using “Insert” and “Attach” 

in AutoCAd. 

4.11 Validation of the tugger train model 

The case study will be considered successful if it is possible to reflect the real flow in Oskarhamn. 

Only the model with the Line 5 train, Door line train and Dashboard line train  is validated since 

data for the other models is fictitious.  

 

 The measuring criteria for making the validation are:  

1. Correcting tugger routing (as reality)  - Validation in “paths”  tab and route description from 

Oskarshamn.  

 

Figure 4-8: Picture from Flow Planner Paths tab. 
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2. Approximately the same frequency of trains (+-1 circulations/day). Validation in the “Part 

routing” tab.  

 

Figure 4-9: Picture from Flow Planner Part routings tab. 

 

3. Approximately the same number of delivered boxes/train and day. Validated in result from 

the “Part routing” tab. 

 

 

Figure 4-10: Picture from Flow Planner Part routings tab,  results. 

 

The result of the case-study and the validation  is to be found in the next chapter.  
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5 Result 

5.1 General information about Flow Planner 

Flow Planner is an analysis tool that is working within AutoCAD. It is developed and owned by a 

company called Proplanner. They have seven different products that they offer customer, including 

flow planner.  

 

Pro Planner products:  

 Assembly planner – Manage how products are manufactured 

 Shop floor viewer – Gives floor shop workers access to view electronic work instructions 

 PFEP Logistics database – Materials Handling database. The PFEP Logistics database can 

be connected with Flow planner in a ”real time ” connection.  

 ProBalance – Balancing application to assign tasks, tools and parts to stations.  

 ProTime Estimation – Organizes the task time data in a spreadsheet format.  

 Workplace planner – Diagramming the operators walking path.  

 

Flow Planner gives material flow diagrams and calculate travel distances, time and cost. In the flow 

diagram the line width is variable and colour-coded so that the user can analyse how the layout 

should be arranged.  Flow Planner is using an TSP Algorithm (Traveling Salesperson Algorithm) to 

calculate the shortest overall route and visiting every delivery location only once.  

Flowplanners mainly purpose is to facilitate changes in the layout and help users to improve their 

analysis. It will also get an ergonomic evaluation of the logistics work. The reports can be 

customized and exported to excel. Flow Planner is written in visualbasic.net 

[15] 

 

A similar system to Flow Planner,  that is called Factory Planner and also designed by Proplanner, 

has earlier been tested at Scania.  

[5]  
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5.2 Results of the case-study validation 

 

The validation of this model shows that the routing and number of loops for each train per day 

corresponds good with the reality. The number of boxes per train and day corresponds well with a 

deviation of 1.3 % on Dashboard line. Line 5 shows a big deviation and this is explained by the 

input data. During the validation  it was detected that more than 100 parts were missing . The reason 

of that is that delivery stops has been added since the data was extracted. Door line shows a 

deviation of 17 %, this is because the number of locations for the parts has changed during the time 

of the study. The value of the number of parts provided by Oskarhamn is an average consumption 

calculated on 10 days production. Every 10 days this value will be changed. 

Data from the validation:  

1. Correct tugger routing 

Validation was made by comparing  the information  in “paths”  tab with the route description  that  

Oskarshamn  has provided.  

 

Figure 5-1: Example of Door line  routing in "Paths" tab. 

 

2. Approximately the same frequency of trains (+-1 circulations/day).  

Validation was made by comparing information from  the “Part routing” tab with the  Oskarshamn 

delivery schedule = 27, Flow planner = 28.  

 

3. Approximately the same number of delivered boxes/train and day.  

Validation was made by comparing  the information  in the “Part routing” tab with data extracted 

from Oskarshamn (excel document called Art_lista that is collecting data from the material 

handling system SIMAS).  

 

Table 5-1: Number of boxes per train and day, compared data from Oskarshamn with data from 

Flow Planner. 

Train Oskarsham Flow planner 

Dashboard line 1200 1216 

Line 5 1000 136 

Doorline 1100 1284 
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5.3 Flow Planner capabilities and limitations  

The capabilities and limitations of Flow planner has been evaluated through from three different 

perspectives:  

 The Scania need perspective: Scania has clearly expressed that it must be possible to make 

analysis for all internal standard delivery methods (chapter 3). This means that Flow Planner must 

be able to make analysis for Unit supply by tugger, Unit supply by forklift, Batch supply, Kit supply 

and Sequence supply. 

 Next perspective is a software perspective that is comparing Flow Planner capabilities to the 

capabilities of a simulation program. This is presented as a general list of common capabilities 

where the Flow Planner capabilities are marked with a check. The list of capabilities was made 

through literature studies  (Hlupic and Paul).  

 The third the case-study  perspective. During the case- study other capabilities and 

limitations than the ones included in the software perspective and neither described in the Scania 

need but that are important for the results.  

Scania need perspective:  

The Scania needs that has been expressed in this projects are that Flow Planner should be able to 

model all the Scania supply methods: Unit, Batch, Kit and Sequence.  

In the case study all four delivery methods where tested but the case study with real input data from 

Oskarshamn was performed only on the unit supply by tugger.  

When modelling a tugger train the main difference between these delivery methods are how they 

are connected to the tact time in the plant. Kit and sequence delivery is highly connected to tact 

time since every kit of parts or every sequenced part is dedicated to a certain individual in example 

chassi or cab. The batch delivery is also connected to the tact since it is a box that is prepared for 

the consumption in a certain time period, in example three tact times or a half of a day.  

The unit delivery on the other hand is only indirectly connected to the tact time. The deliveries are 

made on schedule and optimized so that it will make as few lopes as possible (depending on number 

of boxes that will fit in the racks).  

This means that when modelling a tugger train in Flow Planner the estimated time of delivery need 

to be adapted to the type of delivery method. The uniform distribution allows to set an upper and 

lower boundary for when the delivery should be made. Then the actual delivery times will fall 

somewhere between the bound in a bell-curve shaped uniform distribution. Most deliveries will take 

place around the median time. The sequence or fixed interval also allows an upper and lower 

boundary for when the delivery should be made and specifies a certain interval between the 

deliveries.  

In this case-study the unit supply by tugger train has been configurated with a uniform distribution 

and kit and sequence has been configurated with the sequence. In this sense Flow Planner can fulfil 

the Scania need.   
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Table 5-2: Scania standard delivery methods and Flow Planner ETD settings. 

 

The software perspective is describing Flow Planner in the view of what similar software’s in 

general can to. In example most many simulation software’s has an animation function that will 

visualize the processes for the user. But software’s are can be highly specific in their area of use and 

an animation that is good for testing an assembly process does not mean that it is a good also for 

animation of logistic flows.  

The list of criteria used in this perspective can be found in appendix  B. In the list of criteria also 

AutoCad is included since Flow Planner is an tool used together with AutoCad 

Modelling: When making a model Flow Planner has been considered relative easy to use. This is 

based on the fact that the users (the author) had a course of effective use of the system of three 

hours and could easily get started. Her is no library of reusable models in Flow planner but is  

possible to merge models, to built hierarchical and to have layers – functions that are enabled by the 

interface to AutoCad. There are several logic rules that can be applied in example uniform 

distribution to change the delivery logic in the model. Flow Planner has dialog boxes that are assists 

and that are prompting to help the user.   

Coding: In Flow Planner it is not possible to access the source code and make special adaptations 

for a specific  need.  

Statistical distribution: As  mentioned above it is possible to choose a type of distribution for the 

estimated time of delivery. It is possible to choose from a number of standard methods and a 

random seed for at what number the calculation should start. Flow Planner is however not 

calculating waiting time if an aisle is highly congested it is likely that the there will be a traffic jam 

in that section and that does Flow Planner not take in consideration.  
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Queuing: There is no queuing function in Flow Planner.  

Data input: Data can imported into Flow Planner from an csv file. There will be error meassages 

and data rejection if the data is not correctly formatted. There is no automatic data collection but 

flow planner is integrated with AutoCad and takes information concerning distances from the 

AutoCad drawing.  

Execution: When making the calculations it is possible to run several models at the same time 

although it is not recommended by the author since it hard to separate the models from each other. 

An optimiser (TSP algorithm)  is used in the tugger module and you can chose to start in an empty 

state or to save data from earlier calculations.   

Animation: There is no animation in Flow Planner.  

Validation and verification: Validation and verification of the model can be done by reading reports,  

results and the path tab but there is no function that makes a logic test or that can give an interactive 

debugging. There are error messages but no step function. Path are displayed but if two trains are 

taking the same path only one colour (one train) will show. It is also possible to display attributes 

(or name tags).  

Output: The output from flow Planner are reports that appear as a web page that can be copied into 

excel. There are a number of standard report but it is also possible to customize the reports.  

Case study perspective:  

The case- study perspective describes  capabilities and limitations that are not included in the 

software perspective and neither described in the Scania need. During the case-study a number of 

opportunities and limitations were noted and these are listed below:  

1.  Breaks cannot be included: Flow Planner is not programmed so that it is possible to specify 

when breaks and meetings are interrupting the production.   

2. Forklifts and trains cannot be calculated together: According to the Flow Planner support 

(Dave Sly) it is not possible to make an analysis of a tugger train in the same time as forklifts.  

3. Walking distances are entered as time but not calculated by Flow Planner: When a tugger 

train makes a delivery there is normally a walking distance for the driver. This distance cannot be 

calculated by Flow Planner. The time for walking can though be entered into Flow Planner if it is 

connected to a certain location or container. 

4. Global overview of the flows: One of the strengths with Flow Planner is that it can give an 

global overview of the flows in plant.  
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5.4 Rough working method – Flow Planner 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Rough working method  for Flow Planner. 

.
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Description:  

 

Step 1: Identification of data that need to be collected. What data that needs to be collected depends 

of the study that is made. In Flow Planner the difference is between delivery methods with one or 

multiple stops. The latter one is called a tugger study and the data for a tugger study is listed below.  

Easiest way to do find out what data that is needed is to look at the file that is used to import data. 

Not all columns needs to be filled in but  it is possible to understand from the Flow Planner manual 

what columns that are mandatory. 

Step 2: Data can be collected from SIMAS or in the Oskarshamn example from an Excelfile. The 

data needs to be cleaned from products that are missing addresses or containers. Data that needs to 

be prepared for the input data file in the tugger study are:  

 Part no 

 Assembly probability 

 Parts/assembly 

 Supplier container 

 Quantity/supplier container 

 POU container 

 Quantity/ POU container 

 Receiving adress 

 Stock adress 

 Platform 

 POU adress (Stop line) 

 Container ID 

 Container dimensions 

  

The container ID’s and dimensions are imported to a tab that is called “containers”.  

Step 3: Next step is the layout. If there is a layout already prepared in AutoCad it is simple: just 

open a new drawing, choose insert and then the layout you want to see. If the layout is not prepared 

a new drawing needs to done.  

 

Step 4: When the layout is visible in AutoCad it is possible to through Flow Planner define aisles 

and delivery stops. It is preferable to draw the aisles before defining the delivery stops. In that way 

the stops can be “snapped” to the aisles and the calculation of the travel distance will be “more” 

correct. The data that is needed for this step is:  

 No of stops 

 Location of delivery stops 

 Mandatory train routes (for example aisles with one direction) 

 Delivery stops/train (to make routegroups) 

 Cart volume and efficiency 

 Number of carts (to calculate the total volume) 

 Time needed to fill up the train at the platform 

 Trains start and stop time 

 Trains time for the route and the interval of departures 
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In this step it is also possible to define times for load and unloading. The load and unloading time 

can be connected to the type of container.  

 

Step 5: When the data is imported, the aisles are drawn, the delivery stops are located and grouped 

the routes can be generated. Routes are generated in the “Tugger” tab. It is important to generate a 

straight flow before making the aisle flow so that Flow Planner can find the locations.  

 

Step 6: Now the analysis can be performed by choosing calculate in the “Part routing” tab. The 

results are read in “Part routing” and by generating reports from the “Reports” tab.  
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5.5 Scania Logistics development 

In the following section the result from interviews with engineers in Angers, Zwolle and 

Oskarhamn  is summarized.  

The Scania logistics development working methods for changes has been mapped with AstraKan 

method and can be found in appendix  C-E. The base for the mapping is interviews that has been 

done with logistics engineers in Oskarshamn, Södertälje and Angers.  

A new tool that is not used by neither Angers, Södertälje or Oskarshamn yet has been developed  to 

aid the logistic engineers in their work with balancing and configuration of trains. This tool is an 

excel document that visualizes the train with carts, the distance and the congestion  of the train, see 

appendix F. 

 

Summary Oskarshamn:  

When a need of change is announced by the management logistics development engineers usually 

waits until the assembly line has rebalanced before they start to adapt the flows. The reason for this 

is that assembly line usually relocate parts and there for also the logistic internal material flows. 

With the knowledge of the changes that will be made in production the logistics engineers together 

with an operator  will start to rebalance the flow. The main objective is to be able to deliver to line 

and after that that trains and operators should be congested as high as possible, after that 

optimization of the route.  

If major changes are done, in example if the routes are changed,  a risk analysis will be performed. 

The changes are implemented the day that the change will take place and improvements are 

continuously made. The operators update the standards following the changes that has been done 

and the engineers has a checklist that they work with to guarantee the quality of their work.   

 

The needs of  Oskarhamn is to have an tool that visualize  traffic congestions  so that areas whit 

straffic stockings can be avoided.  

Respondent : Mattias Berg, Scania Oskarshamn, Material Handling, 2014-06-05 

 

Summary Södertälje:  

When a need of change is announced by the management the logistic engineers starts with make an 

analysis of the scope of the change. After that a rebalancing is made. The trains are rebalanced by 

cutting and pasting papers that represents different carts on the train. The engineer need to take in 

consideration that the products needs to be delivered at the correct place at the correct time. The 

engineers also try to optimize the route as much as possible. The congestion of the operators can 

usually be balanced with different types of preparation work.  

After rebalancing the logistic material flows a risk analysis is made. Since every engineer is 

working with a limited area in the assembly plant this is also a way to understand how the new 

logistic design is affecting the plant in total.  

When the risk analysis is made a presentation is made for the improvement group. The 

improvement group consists of the operators and drivers that will make the actual work. They will 

have improvement ideas for the changes that has been made and after these modifications they also 

start to make new time studies and update the standards, see appendix  G and H, position standard 

and element sheet.  

The engineers in Södertälje has a checklist to follow when a change is done. The checklist works as 
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a reminder that will ensure that nothing is forgotten and insure the quality of the work made by the 

engineers.  

The needs of  Södertälje  is to have an tool that configurate the train carts and visualize the traffic 

congestion so that traffic stockings can be avoided.  

Respondent: Marcus Wadås, Scania assembly plant Södertälje, Chassi, Logistic engineering,  2014-

05-22  

 

Summary Angers:  

In Angers the first activity that is performed when a need of change is announced is to review the 

existing standards. Making sure that the standards are correct and up to date. After that and with 

input on changes that will be done at the assembly line the logistic engineers makes a first draft of 

the balancing of flows that is adapted to the changes that is needed. The engineers has three main 

principles when making the rebalancing: The Scania house, regroup activities (collect them) and 

minimize surface (and distance) as much as possible. After each engineers has done the “local” 

rebalancing they make an analysis together to optimize the flows and understand how the flows will 

effect each other. In this stage the changes are also presented for the improvement group and 

improvements are made. The engineers update the standards wich consist of: positions standards, 

element sheets, route description (1:2:4 description of train configuration) and visualisation of the 

route.  The engineers in Angers are working on a routine description for tact changes that will work 

as a guide for the engineers in their work.  

In this plant a cartography of the logistic flows has been developed. It is a document created in 

excel that describes how the traffic in the plant is congested. It is based on observations and 

described in detail how the measurements should be classified. It is used to evaluate the safety in 

the plant (see appendix I, Chartography).  

The needs of  Angers  is to have an tool simulates possible advantages for an investment and that 

visualizes  the traffic congestion so that traffic stockings can be avoided and safety improved.  

Respondent: Matthieu Jarcin, Scania assembly plant Angers, Logistic engineering, 2014-04-16 

 

How could Flow Planner be used by the logistic engineers?  

The work that the engineers and the operators  perform when redesigning logistics flow goes from  

a first analysis of changes to updating  the standards with information concerning how the operators 

should work in the future situation. In this process Flow Planner is mainly adds value only in one of 

the steps: the step when the engineers look at the overview of the plant and analyse what effect the 

flows will have on each others.  This step is often called risk analysis but does actually also contain 

a coordination of the logistic flows.
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Figure 5-3: Visualization of when in the process of changing logistics flows that Flow Planner could be used by logistic engineers. 
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5.6 SWOT-analysis Flow Planner 

Strengths 

Global overview of the plant. 

Possible to adapt process time to container and 

location. 

AutoCAD integrated.  

Weaknesses 

Forklift  and tugger trains cannot be calculated 

together. 

It is not possible to define breaks. 

Does not propose configuration of the train 

(carts). 

Walking distance is defined by time. 

Flow Planner is a tool that is not adapted for 

external material flows. 

Support located in U.S. 

Opportunities 

The lead time for making changes in the logistic 

flows might be shorter since Flow Planner could 

help the logistic engineers to get a global view 

of the plant.  

Flow Planner help in the assessment of risk 

analysis since it shows the congestion of traffic 

in the plant.   

Investment motivation. 

Threats 

Quality of data from SIMAS. 

Quality of data for process times. 

Time consuming to build models. 

Not possible to make analysis in early stages due 

to that part information is not ready.  

File structure. 

 

Figure 5-4: SWOT-analysis Flow Planner. 

The SWOT-analysis shows that Flow Planner can give an overview of the plant that the logistics 

engineers are lacking today when they are making changes in the material flows. It is also possible 

to give specific process times to locations or containers which is a strength since that is  common in 

the plant. An important factors is also that Flow Planner is integrated in AutoCAD. This is a 

strength since the Scania plants are drawn in AutoCAD and almost all production engineers and 

logistic engineers are educated  and used to working in this system.  

 

Weaknesses are that trucks and  Tugger trains cannot be analysed  together in a correct way. This 

might be developed by Flow Planner but does not exist in the version that has been tested. Breaks 

cannot be defined in Flow Planner, total time must be calculated and break subtracted.  

The configuration of carts in the train is not proposed by Flow Planner. This is something that 

logistic engineers are spending a great deal of time on when rebalancing flows. 

 

Train delivery normally includes a walking distance, the train has a defined line where it should 

stop and the driver must walk to make the delivery of the boxes in the rack. This walking cannot be 

defined as a distance but can be added to the LOAD/UNLOAD as a time in seconds in the “process” 

tab. This means that new times have to be measured and that the parts needs to be defined also by 

the location in the train, data that does not exist today.  

 

Since Flow planner is a tool that is integrated in AutoCad the most suitable usage is for internal 

material flows. External material flows such as those from supplier to plant and from plant to 

customer is not the aim for Flow Planner.  

 

Another problem that has occurred during the case study was the support from Pro Planner. 

ProPlanner is located in in Ames, not far from Minneapolis in the  US with almost 7 hour time 

difference from Sweden. This gives a long answering time and during the case study it was hard to 

get answer to the questions concerning the Tugger module (only US can support the Tugger 

module).  
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The opportunities that Flow Planner offers is mainly the overview of the material flows in the plant. 

This is something that is lacking today since logistic engineers are organized so that they are 

dedicated to certain zones of the plant. This information is something that might speed up  the 

process for redesigning the flows and act as a part in the chain to strive for more flexibility.  

 

Another aspect of the overview in the plant is the safety. Today accidents in the plant are often 

connected to high congestion of traffic and therefore it is important to get an overview before a 

change take place.  

Flow planner could also work as an tool that could act as a motivation for  investments. In Flow 

Planner the effect of propositions  for changes can be calculated in a systematic way and different 

options can be evaluated.  

 

The greatest threat for the usage of  Flow Planner is the quality of the in data – the data that can be 

extracted from SIMAS and the data that is collected from other sources such as process times and 

stop lines. The result of Flow Planner is strongly connected to the quality of the input data and 

during the case study  several examples of defective input data was detected. In example a packing 

that that gave incorrect number of parts since they were packed in plastic bags.  

Process times that are up to date is an base for the validation of the model and unfortunately this 

does not always exist.  

Another threat that is also connected to the quality of the input data is the information about 

packing and consumption locations in early stages. For new product introductions this information 

might be defined late in the project – just before the introduction and in these cases it Flow Planner 

will not be able to make a correct calculation.  

 

A more pragmatic threat is how to treat the Flow Planner files and the AutoCad files. Today it has 

been difficult to find a systematic way to save AutoCad files since several engineers are working i 

different files that are being merged as a total layout of the plant. The Flow Planner files will be part 

of the same complexity and there is a risk that Flow Planner layouts will be mixed up with plant 

layouts.  

 

5.7 Software review 

Simulation tools that are already used within Scania: 

 

 Extendsim (also called Extend) 

Extend Sim is a simulation tool that is already used at Scania. Several Scania employees 

have expert knowledge and can support the plants when a reorganisation is done a 

simulation is needed. ExtendSim can simulate processes and give a better understanding in 

how buffers can be used. It can give a dynamic 2d or 3D simulation and an equation editor 

is available where it is possible to create custom-compiled equations. Further it is possible to 

dynamically model continuous, discrete event, discrete rate, agent-based, linear, non-linier, 

and mixed-mode systems. According to Pär Mårtensson at Scania one disadvantage with 

Extendsim is that it cannot calculate distances.  When making a logistics simulation it is 

possible to add time instead of a distance. [9] 

 Delmia 

Delmia is a Dassault System  product that is used with in product development at Scania. 

The assembly sequence is verified in with a digital simulation in an early design stage. This 

means that parts does not actually have to be made to be tested which saves both time and 

costs. [16] 
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Malaga V3 

Malaga V3 is a software that is suited for: logistics planning, logistics simulation and factory 

planning. Malaga V3 is used within the VW organisation and designed by a company called ZIP for 

this purpose. The idea is that it should be a block in the digital factory that will give a visual model 

of the complete material flow and logistics. Data can be imported from Excel and a autocad 

drawing can be inserted via a software that is called Microstation. A case-study has been done with 

Malaga in Oskarshamn but even though a lot of effort was made the model never corresponded with 

the reality.  

.
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5.7.1 Other tools on the market 
The list presented below is not a complete picture of all the tools available at the market but an example of some known tools. The reason for the list not being 

complete is the limitation of time in this project. Making a complete picture of all the tools on the market would be a project in its self and that is not the 

objective of this assignment. The criteria are:  

Type, discrete/continuous/combination, reference customer(s), if a free test version is available,  if there is a logistic example on the website and other 

comments.  

 

Software  Type  References  Free test version  Logistic examples 

on website  

Comments  

SimEvents Discrete-event Nasa and TriVector Services Yes (30 Days) Yes Matlab software 

Simio Discrete-event Nissan Europe Yes (evaluation 

version) 

Yes Dynamic 3D 

Simul8 Discrete-event Chrysler, General Motors No Yes  

Promodel Discrete-event General Motors, Fiat, 

Whirlpool 

No Yes - 

Automod Discrete-event   Yes (airport) Dynamic 3D 

Processmodel  Toyota Yes (14 days) Yes (dry-cleaning 

plant) 

Project oriented 

Table 5-3: Some of the existing tools on the market. 

[8, 10-14]  
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6 Discussion 

A weakness in this study is that the data that is used in the case study only covers one of the Scania 

standard delivery methods. The Kit and sequence method  has been tested with data that is partly 

fictitious and can therefore not be validated. Another weakness is the times that has been calculated 

by Oskarshamn. These are not recently updated and does not reflect the time for walking. In one of 

the train routes it was also discovered during the validation that parts were missing, in the list used 

for the case study only the half number of parts were included.  The reason for this is that the train 

route that was given from start does not correspond with the route that the train does in reality.  

When it comes to the general use of software as a tool to analyse logistic flows one have to 

remember that it is a time consuming activity but that it can give value in terms of speeding up the 

process of making changes and that secure investments.     

Flow Planner is a tool that have a great advantage because it is integrated in AutoCad but it does not 

fully correspond to the needs of the logistic engineers. One example is that Flow Planner cannot 

propose how the train carts should be configurated.  Next proposed step for Scania is to clearly 

describe and summarize the requirements and needs that Scania has in a global perspective. It could 

be a good idea if several assembly sites can participate in the creation of this requirement 

specification  since they all have different organisations and slightly different needs. It would also 

be preferable to make an evaluation of different systems to find what software that answers to the 

Scania needs.  

For Scania this means that a new project can be initiated with dedicated resources that can work 

cross-functional with both IT-departments and several production units.  
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7  Conclusion and recommendations 

There are already several simulation and analysis tools that are used within Scania today, neither of 

these tools does respond well to the needs of  Scania Logistics. The need of a analysis tool is trigged 

by changes that are frequent, in example tact changes or new product introductions.  

The work that the engineers and the operators perform when redesigning logistics flow goes from  a 

first analysis of changes to updating  the standards with information concerning how the operators 

should work in the future situation. In this process Flow Planner is mainly useful only in one of the 

steps: the step when the engineers look at the overview of the plant and analyse what effect the 

flows will have on each others.  

This could give an advantage  for Scania in terms of speeding up the process of  redesigning  the 

flows  and  gain flexibility. Flow Planner could also give information about the effects of an 

investment and motivate  why (or why not) an investment is needed.   

Another aspect of the overview that Flow Planner gives is the security. With the overview that Flow 

Planner gives is it possible to evaluate the risks of zones where the traffic congestion is high.  

Flow Planner is a tool that can model all  the different internal standard delivery methods that 

Scania has defined  but the output does not correspond fully to the need of the logistic engineers. 

Flow Planner can give a overview of the plant – something that is missing today but it cannot 

propose a configuration of the carts in the train. For any of the standard delivery methods the input 

data can be extracted from SIMAS but must modified before being imported into Flow Planner. A 

risk is that the input data, taken from SIMAS and other sources does not have a good quality and 

therefore gives a faulty result in Flow Planner.  

In the results chapter  in this report  a list of some of the tools that are available on  the market are 

presented. The range of tools on the market is wide and there are several that are adapted for 

logistic material flows. Tools like this are in general expensive, not only the license cost has to be 

considered  but also cost of purchasing and maintaining the system. The users will need education 

that will cost both money and time. Purchasing the wrong software can be very expensive. 

Therefore it is important to clearly state the needs and requirements of Scania in a requirement 

specification and then make an evaluation to find what tool that in the best way can answer to these 

requirements.  

The recommendations for the continued work is to make an more extensive evaluation of Flow 

planner where Kit Sequence and Batch delivery methods are studied with real data so that the model 

can be validated. It is also desirable to clearly define the requirements and evaluate several different 

software’s. This could give an complete picture of the general capabilities of the systems that are 

available.  

Specific recommendations for Flow Planner is that it could be used when material flows are 

redesigned as an overview of the plant.  
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GLOSSARY 

Platform/Stage – A location where the train is filled with new boxes and waits until the next loop is 

started.  

Batch – Parts that are repacked and delivered to line following the line consumption. One of the 

main purpose is to maximize the available space in the racks 

Sequence – Parts that are repacked so that several different parts are presented at line in the same 

sequence as the assembly sequence. The main purpose is to maximize the available space in the 

racks and to minimize the number of choices for the operator to ensure the quality.  

Kit – Parts that are repacked so that several different parts are presented as a kit at line in the same 

sequence as the assembly sequence. The main purpose is to maximize the available space in the 

racks and to minimize the number of choices for the operator to ensure the quality. 

Tugger/Train – A train (or tugger) consist of a truck and several carts.  

Operator – General term for employees working at the assembly line, in logistics picking, 

repacking or as drivers.  

Improvement group – Scania term. A number of operators that are working together to improve 

processes and daily work.  

Standards – Scania term. A term that represents two types of work instructions for the operators. 

Positions standards and element sheets.  

Positions standard - Scania term. A positions standard describes the work for an operator for a 

complete tact time. The positions standard is connected to several element sheets. 

Elementsheet – An elements sheet is the most detailed information of how a work should be 

performed.  

Tact time – The time for to complete an assembly station or a logistic loop. The tact time is based 

on the number of orders that are in the pipeline and the available time.  

Rack – Shelf close to the assembly lines that hold parts.  
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 APPENDIX A – Input data Tugger train, Oskarshamn 

 

Classified information 

 

Input data Kit and Sequence, Oskarshamn 

 

*ID Part Container ContQty From Stage To ETD Direction Load Unload 

1 
Sequence-Holder 
rh/LH 4147 2 

 
SEQKIT B62 SEQ(6.4/21.5/0.3/1) 1 

  2 Kit-Storage unit KIT 2 
 

SEQKIT B63 SEQ(6.4/21.5/0.3/1) 1 
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APPENDIX B – Flow Planner capabilities and limitations, criteria  for software perspective 
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APPENDIX C –Positions standard 

Classified information 
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APPENDIX D –Element sheet 

Classified information 
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APPENDIX E –Cartography of logistic flows 

Classified information   
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APPENDIX F –Rough working method for logistic engineers when changing logistic material flow, Södertälje 
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APPENDIX G –Rough working method for logistic engineers when changing logistic material flow, Angers 
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APPENDIX H –Rough working method for logistic engineers when changing logistic material flow, Oskarshamn 

 
 


